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	Text1: Supply Chain 4.0 in Periods of Disruption for Baking, Deli and Dairy Organizations
	Text2: April 5, 2023
	Text3: Rising demand of 3PL, carriers, increasing fleet, warehouse and people costs on top of preperations for a recessionary period are forcing food manufacturing leaders to reexamine their cost structures and efficiencies of their Supply Chains and Logistics networks. If you haven't felt this pressure, you may already be behind.
	Text5: The most advanced Supply Chains are beginning to run largely virtual and are "prescient", meaning that risks are automatically being mitigated through advanced AI and machine learning applications. For the rest of us, there are easy ways to make the right inverventions at the right times.
	Text6: Amidst moderate to advanced tool selections (like RPA and Advanced Network Modeling) there are some simple techniques to improve your Supply Chain networks like automated internal and external benchmarking, dynamic portfolio optimization (end-to-end) and causal loop inventory anaysis that may assist parts of your Supply Chain.
	Text7: The organizations that are taking on the challenge of retaining people and winning in that area, are those that are getting creative, understanding the nuances of their use cases wisely and making the right investments at the right time for their people. They are also ensuring there's "skin in the game" and get the basics right - which has nothing to do with "more money"...
	Text8: Begin to have a deep understanding of your Supply Chain's maturity in the context of broader industry and global dynamics.
	Text9: Create and visualize your end-to-end Supply Chain.
	Text10: Make interventions at various points in your Supply Chain, factoring in the limited resources you may have, such as:a. Leverage benchmarks to understand what’s possible (internal and external)b. Silver bullet technologies are fleeting – pragmatic options exist.c. Weakest link in chain often needs “getting the basics right”.d. Take on change that the organization can actually absorb.e. Get great at business cases and realistic portfolio planning.f. Build better demand volatility models and matriculate downwards.
	Text11: Monitor these interventions for "stickiness" and sustainability.
	Text12: Dynamically loop back to #1, refine and adjust accordingly.
	Text4: There are simple Supply Chain maturity models that work nicely off-the-shelf. Choose one and begin understanding your end-to-end maturity.


